BE PROACTIVE AND PROFITABLE

Seneca's innovative xConnect platform puts you in control of your Balto security hardware with a server agent integrated into the Milestone Event Server or an easy-to-use dashboard that allows you to audit, manage and act. Bi-directional integration into Milestone event server via Milestone SDK allows for instant alerts in the presence of an event alarm, in both xProtect and xConnect. In addition, you can create Milestone event rules around xConnect hardware alarms to trigger an XProtect action.

All Seneca Balto NVR's come ready and equipped with the xConnect Server Agent, which allows for immediate standalone operation. An upgrade to cloud connectivity via our secure gateway can be enabled in minutes. Proactive awareness and visibility within XProtect can help guarantee maximum up-time, less truck rolls and more profitability.

MILESTONE EVENT SERVER INTEGRATION
• Bi-directional integrations
• xConnect feeds hardware alarms into XProtect
• Milestone SDK feeds xConnect Milestone alarms
• Create Milestone event rules around xConnect hardware alarms

AUDIT
• Temperatures, fan speeds and power supplies
• RAID controllers, physical, logical and virtual storage
• System utilizations
• Application monitoring
• Network bandwidth analysis

MANAGE
• Clientless remote desktop
• Secure tunneling to private networks
• Access to out of band management
• Remote command and execution
• Designed for service providers managing multiple end users
• Flexible implementation

ACT
• Milestone event rules actions
• Email notifications

KEY FEATURES

DECREASE TRUCK ROLLS
PROACTIVE MONITORING
ALL IN ONE PLACE
CUSTOM NOTIFICATIONS
ONE SUPPORT CALL

Eligibility & Ordering Information
To be eligible for this solution, resellers must have a certified technician on staff and be part of the Seneca partner program.
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